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What caused me to really delete Plex was
the presence of a known windows virus
that attacked it a couple of days ago, and
then the Plex Forums quickly shut down. I
asked my family and friends if they had
another program like Plex, and they didn't
have one. My wife told me about XBMC,
but it was a new program and not easy to
install, so I didn't give it a try. After a
couple of days, I went back to my friend's
computer and he suggested Kodi, and then
I tried it for a couple of days and it seemed
to me that it didn't have many problems
but the problem that I had was that most
videos on Youtube where encoded with
MP3 (with AC3) and they sounded horrible.
Later on, I decided to try to use free
software to encode AC3 to DTS, and that's
when I met FFDC-AAC. Once I decided to
try it, it was the first one that worked well
on Youtube. I don't know why, but when I
tried it on VLC, it started to work well and
now, I don't know why, it is by far the best
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option in my opinion. I'm glad that it
worked out for me this time. I used Plex for
a long time and even a month ago I was
using it on my computer when I was
running Windows 10 on the server. When I
switched to Linux I decided not to install
Plex, because the amount of space that
Plex uses is gigantic in GB. My main disk is
an M2 SSD of just 256GB. I preferred to use
that space for something more productive
than Plex. ffdcaenc : WebCenter Wiki User
documentation about: Embedding
FFDCAENC to applications One direct
method if you have a Windows system is to
use the Embedded FFDCAENC in -r (a.k.a.
encoder -r). -p (aka encoder -p) and -f
(encoder -f) use the same input and output
directories as the main encoder (encoder
-e). -b (aka encoder -b) also allows for
custom bitrates
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the only available gui for ffdcaenc is the
official one by the ffmpeg project. that
does not work well on all browsers for
windows. the alternative would be the

library ffdcaenc which is a c source library
available at ffdcaenc-2.0.zip that is

available for w32 and w64. the alternative
ffdcaenc 2.0 uses a different license which
is no longer valid for the final release. thus,
for now the ffdcaenc 2.0 is released under

the mit license, and the ffdcaenc-2.0 is
released under the gplv2 license. for users
who want to use the ffdcaenc 2.0 without a

license restriction, there is a special
version built for each user on that user's
machine with a specific version, called

personal. that is provided in the
ffdcaenc-2.0.zip in the common/personal*

folder. on the other hand, if you want to re-
use the ffdcaenc 2.0 builds for your own
builds you will have to buy a license for
ffdcaenc 2.0 under the mit license. the

ffdcaenc 2.0 can only be distributed
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according to that license. added a
getfilewithhlsid() function so that

applications written in mfc and other
languages can be developed without

adding all those awkward guids, and also
added a windowsforms::getfilewithhlsid()

function to retrieve file with hlsid (file
handle). optimized frequency bandwidth

setting which was found to be affecting the
codecs down to 0 khz, therefore we have

decided to only do this calculation for those
codecs and to allow the user to change
down to 0 hz if they wish to. added a

compatibility mode to ffdcaenc that will
force it to only encode in the file using the
48 khz sampling rate. this allows using it

with media that is originally sampled at 48
khz on systems where the hardware is not

capable of playing it at 44.1 khz.
5ec8ef588b
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